Kick away the winter blues with far infrared heating

Days are getting shorter and winter is on our doorstep, which signals two unwanted occurrences: the lack of solar warmth and higher heating bills.
However, both of these can be eased thanks to the Ionmax Ray heater that uses Far Infrared (FIR) thermal waves as its heat source, which penetrate
and warm up the whole body, just like the sun. FIR technology is also extremely economical to operate*, being almost half the cost of reverse cycle
air conditioners and almost one third of the operating cost of space heaters. The many problems associated with traditional heaters are eliminated
with an Ionmax Ray heater. For example: Humidity levels are maintained because the FIR radiation doesn’t dry out the room’s atmosphere, providing
a healthier and more comfortable environment. Dust and pollen that cause allergies aren’t blown around rooms because the heat is gentle and
delivered more efficiently. Heating a large room with high ceilings or drafts can take an age whereas the Ionmax Ray delivers heat instantly, even at a
distance and without any glare.

Patented design Allowing heat to be delivered where it’s wanted, the Ionmax Ray from Andatech has a patented

design relating to a versatile tilt mechanism, which allows a balanced and smooth 10 degree downward and 30-degree upward movement. It also has
an auto swing of 70 degrees and manual rotation of 60 degrees. Extensive safety features are in-built including: > A child lock. > Overheat cut-off. >
Tilt-off protection. > 10-hour auto switch off. The heater’s easy-to-use control panel allows users to set the timer at one hour increments up to nine
hours. This flexibility extends to the level of comfortable heat desired with nine heat settings that can be selected from 200W to 1200W. Thoughtful
design also covers its ease of use with a top handle for lifting and moving the heater, along with a power cord holder to keep it tidy when the unit is not
in use. Andatech’s Ionmax Ray heater is suitable for the home, study, shed or garage and has whisper quiet operation. The bedroom is a perfect
location as it doesn’t dry out the air, leaving occupants with a much more refreshing sleep. Priced at $439, it comes with a one-year warranty that can
be extended for a further two years. www.andatechdistribution.com.au/products/ionmax-ray-ion801 * Check the website for a comparison between
standard heaters showing the approximate operating costs per year. About Andatech: Andatech is a 100% Australian owned company that designs,
supplies, supports and services safety products including high quality alcohol and drug testing equipment. The company has the widest range of
Australian Standard-certified breathalysers in Australia, which are designed for personal use, workplaces, hospitality venues (wall mounted) and as car
interlock devices. Drug testing kits cover saliva and urine testing of up to 9 drug groups, providing error-free results. Andatech’s distribution channel
offers consumer safety and air quality products including a heater, dash cams, dehumidifiers, air purifiers and humidifiers.
https://www.andatech.com.au/ https://www.andatechdistribution.com.au/
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